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Instilling fear in the minds of the public has been a powerful tool of social control since the
dawn of human civilization. Today, it is clear that the Western elite are using fear and terror
as a means of  ushering in totalitarian control.  The mainstream media has been force-
feeding the Western public a steady diet of war, fear and terror since the neocons “new
Pearl Harbor event” in 2001.

After the latest terror attack in Belgium, the media is playing its usual role of amplifying the
incident beyond any rational comprehension. The majority of the public are caught up in the
vortex of emotive propaganda and sensationalist rhetoric. Images of terror; horror; fear; and
panic dominate the news landscape. The main message is that you should be afraid.

The only solution to latest crisis (in the eyes of the elite) is for even greater spying powers
and totalitarian control.  Hillary Clinton, the political prostitute par excellence, called for
more surveillance and an expansion of  the police  state  in  response to  the attacks  in
Belgium. Both Ted Cruz and Donald Trump support a further erosion of civil liberties and
have called for increasing surveillance of Muslims (Trump even advocated torturing terror
suspects).

Yet  not  one  political  figure  has  called  for  prosecuting  CIA  and  other  US  officials  for  war
crimes, after years of the West openly funding and arming terrorists in Syria. Accountability
is what is needed, not authoritarianism.

Every terror attack produces the same response by the elite: more surveillance, more state
power, more war, more barbarism and more control. It’s frankly boring. You know what the
puppets are going to say prior to them opening their mouths. It was the same response after
the  Charlie  Hebdo  attacks  in  Paris,  when  David  Cameron  was  pushing  for  greater
surveillance powers in the UK and leading the charge for an insane ban on all encryption.

We know that NSA spying has nothing to do with stopping terrorism, and everything to do
with  controlling  the  domestic  population.  In  the  words  of  the  high-level  NSA
whistleblower,  William  Binney:

“The ultimate goal of the NSA is total population control.”

We know that Western intelligence agencies and their regional allies were instrumental in
supporting the rise of ISIS (and other terror groups), by funding and arming these factions in
a failed attempt to topple al-Assad. In the words of the former US military intelligence chief,
Michael T. Flynn, the Obama administration took the “willful decision” to support the rise of
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these radical forces.

The criminal Western elite have no intention of winning the ‘war on terror,’ as the ‘war on
terror’ was always designed to be perennial. The elite create the terror groups because
without the faux ‘war on terror,’ the surveillance state loses the entire pretext on which it
was built.

For any totalitarian elite, it is essential that “a state of war should exist,” as Orwell wrote in
1984:

It does not matter whether the war is actually happening, and since no decisive
victory is possible, it does not matter whether the war is going well or badly. All
that is needed is that a state of war should exist… The consciousness of being
at war, and therefore in danger, makes the handing-over of all power to a small
caste seem the natural, unavoidable situation of survival (2008 edition: p.200
& p.201).

As the elite create a perpetual state of war, chaos, fear and terror, the people of the West
increasingly allow more power to be concentrated in the hands of the ‘superclass.’ If the
Western public continues to be duped into believing that this phony ‘war on terror’ is real,
the elite will use this as a pretext to completely destroy civil liberties and any semblance of
freedom in the West.

War is Peace

Freedom is Slavery

Ignorance is Strength
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